BIG Happy News!

By Anna Von Reitz

At a time when everything seems to be falling apart, we come together.

When "the world" seems to be zagging, we zig.

And while everyone else is eating dirt and hiding under rocks, going snake-eyed and doing stupid stuff, we smile, smile, smile!

Why not? We are self-governing. We call the shots.

Please study the message and the cartoon posted below that I got from Robert David Steele today and reflect on it. All these Antifa mobsters are stealing the news headlines like spoiled brats on a rampage, but remember the good solid people you know, the salt-of-the-Earth men and women who are the true leaders in their communities nationwide who do not sanction rioting and looting as an answer.

https://grrrgraphics.com/lift-every-voice-and-sing

Lift up your voice and sing, indeed. This is America. Not some Third World Hell Hole they think they are creating by calling it "the US".

And when you are done contemplating that profound truth about the power of your choices versus the choices of madmen, anarchists, and would-be tyrants, knowing there are a hundred of us for every one of them-- enjoy an hour and a half interview with me and Mark Emery, both, at once:

https://youtu.be/5M15VIUT-LM

We are joining forces. The Living Law Firm and the Lighthouse Law Club will be working together. There will be more leading patriot organizatons and constitutional lawyers joining with us soon. Together, we are going to address the Public Interest and promote the Public Good.

Together, we are going to overcome the three obstacles that have thwarted the efforts of the people for decades --- as Mark recently summed them up in his short video "It's Game Time!" --- (1) ignorance will be answered with education; (2) disorganization will be answered with lawful assembly; and (3) lack of funds will be answered by our pooling of resources and fundraising.

And let me add one more.

Many of you know that I was forced to leave my church because like so many of the others, unknown to me, it took part in the "commercialization of religion".

When you incorporate a church you change its very nature, and promote the kind of corruption that has occurred with the black market trade in Baptismal Certificates. These monsters have made
money by claiming to own your soul, and have been trading upon your soul for money via the Baptismal Certificates.

This corruption makes the sale of "Indulgences" look small by comparison.

No, thank you. That wasn't the deal. I opted out, and so should you.

Mark Emery has provided a solution for those who miss the comforts of Fellowship: the unincorporated World Mission Church. This is the kind of simple assembly that a church is meant to be, not interested in being a corporate conglomerate with billion dollar facilities, not bulking up its investments on Wall Street, but instead, working steadfastly to bring comfort, harmony, and compassion into the world.

Come all you outcasts from the Gaud and Glitter churches! Come out of Babylon and say good-bye to the Deceivers.
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